Burlington Hotel Packages
Burlington Hotel Packages - A lot of the more modern travelers are presently looking on line for hotel ratings. These days, there
are lots of places to find ratings. Individuals will look up hotel ratings, pre- internet, in travel guides like Michelin, or Mobile or AAA,
the American Automobile Association. For instance, when individuals were getting ready for a vacation, they can consult their
local AAA office prior to departing. If they were AAA members, they can pick up books on locations they intended to travel, and
find out what motels and hotels on route were recommended. Every facility in this ranking process was and still is, ranked by
number of diamonds. The more diamonds mean facilities that are considered to be higher quality.
Several ratings organizations would rate hotels using smiley faces, stars or numbers. The more stars or smiley faces will most
often mean better quality in that specific hotel as well as more amenities. It could be tricky and even confusing when people try to
compare the same hotel over several rating services since they won't always rank the same with every rating organization.
There are some popular on-line hotel ratings companies such as: Orbitz, Travelocity, Expedia, Sidestep, Hotels.com, Hotwire,
PriceLine, TravelWeb and TravelPost. There are various businesses to search as well. Nearly all of these companies earn by
booking hotels and thus, their ratings have to be taken with that in mind. Of course, if the businesses book patrons into
substandard lodging, it is not likely that customers would utilize their service another time, so there is obviously some incentive to
accurately rate the hotels in the first place.
Some of these travel businesses provide satisfaction guarantees for the customers. This could be helpful for those customers
booking particularly for ratings of a certain type or particular amenity. Like for example, if a hotel provides wireless Internet service
and truly doesn't have it, some hotel ratings businesses would refund their customers' money back or book them in another place.
It remains in the interest of these rating businesses to ensure that customers are content with the hotels they select.
Individuals looking for lodging must not just rely upon hotel ratings with hotel discount and big booking companies. Another way to
evaluate the quality of the hotel is by taking reader reviews into consideration. A good place to hear about first hand travel
accounts and impressions is through companies such as TripAdvisor. On these types of websites, people who have personally
stayed at the place review the lodging to assist other travelers.
Because these independent, candid reviews could paint an accurate picture of what staying at a certain place is like, the
information derived from them could be really useful. Several of the reviews might assist people by preventing them from staying
at certain hotels or motels which aren't up to par. Of course, such ratings could be very partial. Also, one terrible review might not
mean the hotel itself is poor, but numerous ratings suggesting faults like poor housekeeping or lack of amenities or bad service
may well be a good indication that customers should look elsewhere for a hotel with better options.

